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KOMANDOR is an international brand with over 27 year’s history. We are designing and producing bespoke furniture systems and delivering 

them proudly to the furniture industry in 42 countries of the World. KOMANDOR company is a trendsetter in wardrobes, walk-in cabinets, 

interior doors and light design partitions. With years of experience in the production of cabinet furniture and furnishing homes for clients

worldwide, we are experts in perfect quality, functionality and really good design.

In this catalogue we present modern furniture and original design solutions. We offer you the newest combinations of materials, textures, 

colours and accessories. The ideas implemented in furniture projects are of universal application, because they contain deep ergonomics and 

functionality. We hope our album will inspire you to create a unique interior. To do this, on each broadside we left tips on the most important 

items for the room arrangement: ergonomics, colour, composition. Welcome to KOMANDOR world of design!

Komandor.S.A. Warsaw 2019





WOMAN’S WARDROBE

54-0712
DRAWER TRAY 
534x114x60 mm TYPE2

54-0711
DRAWER TRAY 
534x114x26 mm TYPE1

54-0713
DRAWER TRAY 
534x114x26 mm TYPE3

Stylish decision for keeping your 

adornments in a perfect condition can 

become organizer for jewellery, with the 

numerous separate boxes for watches, 

haberdashery, cuff links, rings, and 

earrings. You will be able to place all your 

trinkets in this organizer.

Functionality and comfort- these are typical features of woman's wardrobe. Everything needs to be carefully 

designed and matched to the individual needs. Not only is a wardrobe a piece of furniture, but it is also a very 

private space, almost a sanctuary for clothes and accessories. Let its interior be your private space for comfort, 

designed to meet your needs, where everything has its place chosen by you.

What you should remember when you design your wardrobe's interior:

 Plan the right place for your hanging and folder clothes

 Create a special place for your shoes to separate it from everyday's clothes

 Store your bags on separate shelves or hangers. It will help you avoid deforming their elements

 Store your soft jumpers in openwork baskets to keep them well-ventilated

 Keep jewellery and lingerie in special drawers and organisers with soft material.





MEN’S WARDROBE
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53-61852MC
SEMI-OPEN TYPE STORAGE BOX
800x500x70 mm Mocca

This product allows you to store ties in 
order in a really convenient way. It can 
keep up to 9 ties. The product is equipped 
with a soft-close mechanism which makes 
its operation smooth and quiet.

53-61851
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
STORAGE BOX 
800x500x70 mm, Mocca

Logic and plans - these are the components of a man's wardrobe. All the elements need to be practical and 

functional, because a wardrobe is used for storing things. Using your wardrobe's potential to logically place your 

things will help you to store everything you need and take care of your comfort. Everyday's usage of your 

wardrobe and keeping everything in order won't be a problem!

What you should remember when you design your wardrobe's interior:

 Store your things logically. Place your trousers, shirts and ties in the designated places
 so that you can quickly match it with your suits.

 Designate a special place for storing your shoes

 Think about a practical laundry basket. It will help you to keep your clothes
 clean and in order.

 For the sake of safety and better segregation keep your watches and underwear
 in special drawers and organizers.

 Plan a space for your hobby and seasonal clothes.





System: Al21 Opal,

Glass: Colorimo Sati ,Walnut 7M 30

Soft Close Hinges.

Image left:

WARDROBE

System: Al21 Opal,

Panel: Egger Brown Charleston Oak H3154 ST36,

Glass: Colorimo Sati Champagne 7M44,

Soft Close Hinges.

When creating a modern style bedroom, use a combination of neutral colours and bright features for your 

room. Details are very important when creating good composition so use materials of the same colour but 

with diverse textures. This will give your room an elegant finish.

Our Opal has a thin frame with a choice of stylish coloured glass doors and practical storage for inside. 

Thanks to our organising system, your wardrobe will give you both a stylish interior and the storage solutions 

you need, ensuring more time to relax.

Egger Dark Brown

Charleston H3154 ST36

Colorimo

Sati Walnut 7M 30

Colorimo

Sati Champagne 7M44

Thanks to the compact design, this mirror 

does not require too much wardrobe space. 

It is equipped with 2 additional containers 

for small items. The finishing colour 

matches other products in the series. 

An electronic safe drawer with lock - 

convenient, practical and reliable. The 

house safe allows you to store documents, 

small savings, and things you want to hide 

from children in an inaccessible place. The 

drawer-safe is made entirely of metal and is 

installed similarly to in-mount technology. 

At the face of the safe drawer, MDF or 

framed facade are fixed.
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53-45551 CR
LAUNDRY BASKET
500x500x510mm, Chrome

Chromed basket with the textile bag allows 

you to store items intended for washing or 

ironing. The bag is easily removed and has 

multiple reuse. A perfect addition to keep 

washing tidy.

The product is designed for nine pairs of 

trousers. The aluminium tubes are finished 

with non-slip pads to prevent clothes from 

falling off. Full extension of the rack 

provides access to each pair of pants.
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53-65811 MC
DROP DOWN HANGER
830x1150mm, Mocca

59-1650
MIDDLE DOOR SOFT CLOSE

Middle door air spring are for wardrobes 

and furniture with at least 3 sliding doors. 

The product provides a smooth and easy 

positioning for doors to close softly and 

easy middle door pull-up. Air spring works 

in both directions, so that the door moves 

smoothly from left to right, providing 

comfortable wardrobe use.

To implement pure harmony into a room, we use soft materials and colours with minimalistic style. Arranging 

rooms in white with splashes of gentle blue creates the perfect space for rest, creativity and self- improvement. 

Lightness, tenderness and serenity are the main aspects of this room design. Every detail of the interior has 

been thoroughly planned. Storage placed along the full wall allows you to conveniently store all your things, 

dividing it into sections. With the help of our practical accessories, all the items are stored neatly and 

compactly. Sliding doors with a glossy front complement the interior, giving it a sophisticated and elegant look.
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53-65406 МС
DROP DOWN HANGER
450X600 mm, Mocca

WARDROBE

System: Al25 Heliodor 4mm Natural Anodised,

Glass: Colorimo SATI Walnut 7M30,

Colorimo SATI Polar 9S03

Soft closing: UNO air spring.

Colorimo SATI

Polar 9S03

Colorimo SATI

Walnut 7M30

Of course, there should be a bed should in the bedroom! But before bedtime it is so wonderful just to read a book, 

to look through the posts of your friends in social networks – so, a small table will be really useful here. Also in 

the bedroom should be a wardrobe, in which we can store a lot of linen and other clothes. And if you want your 

personal belongings to look neat and tidy - your wardrobe should be rather big and spacious.

This product is made for storing clothes. 

The openwork structure allows for better 

air circulation so that clothes remain fresh 

for longer. The product is available in two 

material options: PVC rattan or painted 

steel plate.

Al25 Heliodor 4mm

Natural Anodised
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BEDROOM





Komandor's made to measure walk in wardrobes give you a unique opportunity to experience the benefits of 

design set to your individual needs with our well thought out ergonomic furniture. Our darker selections of wood 

colours work very well with narrow profiles. Our Opal Graphite and transparent glass fronts create a harmonious 

combination and add elegance to your living space. LED spotlights make for a superior finish. Particular ease of 

the walk-in wardrobe use is ensured by practical baskets, hangers, drawers, racks, shelves and wardrobe lifts for 

storing clothes, shoes and numerous household items. Functional accessories in our contemporary Mocca 

colour also add special charm to the room.

WALK IN WARDROBE

Wire chrome shelves allow you to store 
shoes compactly in the wardrobes and walk 
in wardrobes. It is a popular shade to suit 
modern dwellings and comfortable use, 
achieved due to the guard rail with full 
protrusion. 

Pull-out basket is a necessary accessory in 
wardrobe compartments and walk-in 
wardrobes. It is convenient to store linen 
towels and clothes. With an open format 
and retractable mechanism, the wire basket 
makes it easy to find the right thing. This 
stylish aluminium shade also emphasizes 
the elegant design of your internal furniture 
space.
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WALK-IN WARDROBE

Egger Cashemere

U702 STPG

Modern material and colour combinations should be chosen for furnishing. This luxurious walk in wardrobe fits 

perfectly into the interior of the room. This storage unit consists of open and closed sections, allowing you to group 

things in frequency of use. So, your favourite everyday things are always close at hand, while home textiles and 

garments for special occasions are placed behind the glass fronts of the pivoting doors. The system of accessories 

allows you to organize the interior space of the room in the best way and to place your belongings conveniently.
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Image right:

System: Al21 Opal Natural Anodised,

AL 25 Heliodor Natural Anodised

Panel: Egger Cashmere Grey U702 STPG,

Glass: Transparent.

In this product for shoe storage, you can 

put up to 6 pairs of shoes. The shelf is 

made of painted steel plate, highly 

resistant to scratches. Like other products 

in the series, the frame has the ability of 

full sliding, which provides full access to 

each pair of shoes.





Room for a pupil should be adapted for two main tasks: study and rest. The competently decorated interior 

motivates the child for active mental and physical activity. It is important to organize an environment that 

would contribute to productive learning and the formation of a decent child's self-esteem. It is worthwhile to 

use neutral color schemes there, that will not be irritating for the child. A lot of bookshelves will be really useful 

there, in addition to the working table. It is a very convenient device for placing 

clothes, especially in wardrobes with a 

depth less than 50cm. Complete sliding 

out provides comfortable use of this 

accessory and a good overview of the 

entire wardrobe. Special points on the 

hanger's body allow to place all the things 

in the wardrobe evenly.

Pull-out basket is a necessary accessory in 

wardrobe compartments and walk-in 

wardrobes. It is convenient to store linen 

towels and clothes. With an open format 

and retractable mechanism, the wire 

basket makes it easy to find the right thing. 

This stylish aluminium shade also 

emphasizes the elegant design of your 

internal furniture space.

Al25 Sapphire

Graphite

Colorimo Sati

Champagne 7M44

Silver Mirror Egger Dust Gray

V732 St9

WARDROBE

System: Al25 Al25 Sapphire Graphite,

Glass: Colorimo Sati Champagne 7M44,

Silver Mirror,

Soft closing: UNO air spring.

Panel
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Al54 Orto

Graphite

ROOM FOR A SCHOOLCHILD





59-2691
UNO DOOR SOFT CLOSE

Every child is unique, so the kid's room should also look special. While furnishing the interior you should consider 

the temperament, tastes, favourite colours and interests of the child. Bright children's rooms will become a favourite 

place for young and creative personalities. Due to the spacious wardrobe compartment, there will be enough space 

in the room for games and fun. Doors insert from the white panel and safe coloured glass with Sati coating were 

perfectly fit into the overall style and room colour range. 
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St11 Magnetyt

Soft Touch White 

Egger Premium White

W1000 ST9

WARDROBE

System: St11 Magnetyt Soft Touch White,

Panel: Egger Premium White W1000 St9,

Glass: Colorimo Sati Powder Rose 3M15,

Soft closing: UNO air spring.
System: St11 Magnetyt
Soft Touch White,
Panel: Egger Premium White W1000 St9,
Glass: Colorimo Blue 5S24.

System: St11 Magnetyt
Soft Touch White,
Panel: Egger Premium White W1000 St9.

Colorimo Sati

Powder Rose 3M15

Colorimo Sati

Blue 5S24





Egger Zurich Beech

D3807 OW

WARDROBE

System: Al25 Lazuryt Beige,

Glass: Colorimo Sati Champagne 7M44,

Soft closing: UNO air spring.
System: Al25 Agat/Lazuryt Beige,

Glass: Colorimo Sati Champagne 7M44.

System: Al25 Agat/Lazuryt Beige,

Panel: Egger Zurich Beech D3807 OW.

Sophisticated classics: a hallway in beige shades. Soft pastel colours and carefully selected finishes create an 

atmosphere of ease and elegance. Sliding door fronts and cabinet body fit perfectly well to the colouring and style of 

the room. The delicate picture on the glass resonates with the design on the tiles creating a unique ensemble. Our 

Lazuryt beige profile door frame fits perfectly to finish the overall picture. Smooth transitions from white, light beige 

and golden to dark brown provide a good balance of comfort and aesthetics. The wardrobe compartment has an 

elegant appearance and is really spacious and functional, which is achieved through the carefully designed internal 

content.

Wire shelves allow you to store shoes 

compactly in the wardrobes and walk-in 

wardrobes. Admirers of functional design 

will appreciate the advantages of this 

accessory. The wire shelf is designed in 

this popular shade to suit modern 

dwellings and it has comfortable use 

which is achieved due to the easy access 

to the stored shoes.

The best way to keep your trousers in a 

neat and tidy condition is to use a special 

trousers rack. This special accessory 

allows you to put 8 pairs of trousers at an 

optimal distance from each other. 

Retractable fixtures ensure convenient use 

of the product and quick access to your 

trousers. Our universal hanger is suitable 

for use in any wardrobe and will provide a 

neat look to your clothes.
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Simplicity, elegance and functionality is the best choice for your hallway. In this case, the interior of the room is 

furnished practically and tastefully. For the base, the beige colour makes the room visually more spacious and 

brighter. This effect is intensified by the mirrored surfaces on the wall and exterior. Bright colours will help you 

accommodate outerwear, footwear and other seasonal items. Due to the careful selection of the materials and 

decorative elements, your interior gets a special expression and style.
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On the shoe rack you can place a 

maximum of 6 pairs of shoes. This product 

is equipped with the retractable 

mechanism that gives you easy access to 

each pair. The best option is installing the 

shoe rack in your walk-in wardrobes or 

wardrobe compartments in the hallway. 

This accessory provides convenient 

storage and a neat look of your shoes.





LIVING ROOM

System

Image left:

WARDROBE

System: Al25 Heliodor Natural Anodised,

Glass: Foil with pattern,

Soft closing: Comfort touch or

UNO air spring.

Image right:

WARDROBE

System: Al25 Sapphire Graphite,

Panel: Egger Lava Grey Metallic F447 St2,

Egger Light Grey U708 PG

Soft closing: UNO air spring.

Al25 Sapphire

Graphite

Al25 Heliodor

Natural Anodised

Foil with pattern Egger Lava Grey

Metallic F447 St2

Egger Light Grey

U708 PG

White wardrobe is not just a tribute to the latest furniture fashion. A large number of white colour in the interior 

is a traditional attribute of the Scandinavian style. It is light, airy, and it will not look too cumbersome; it will 

perfectly match with light furniture. A white glass or board decorated with a glossy film with a pattern is a 

good combination. Also, you should carefully consider the accessories for the wardrobe in the guest room, 

because books, albums, board games, and appliances are usually kept there, too.
The hanger can be fixed on the crossbar for 

coat hangers. The accessory can be 

purchased at any time. Hanger-holder for 

handbags is made of nickel-plated steel, in 

silver or graphite color. If you want your 

haberdashery to look good and neat, you 

should place it not on a shelf, but on a 

special hanger. You can hang one or two 

handbags on this hanger.

The hanger is fixed to the vertical board. 

It can be folded and turned if needed.

53-44154
HANDBAG HANGER
9x5x13 mm, Chrome

53-44153CR
HANDBAG HANGER
400x100 mm, Chrome
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Walk – in wardrobe is functional and aesthetic solution of the problem of spare space. It allows you to 

efficiently fill the area so that everything in your home will take its own place.Walk-in wardrobe or dressing 

room (cloak-room) is the ideal place for storing clothes, shoes, bed linen and many other useful items. The 

best variant will be to install the walk-in wardrobe in a separate room. If the living space does not allow you to 

do it, you can organize your walk-in wardrobe in a niche, or to separate it by partitions from the main room, in 

which you are going to mount it.

 5 - 14 20 2-AN
 ROD BRACKETHANGER

 

5 -3 66201MC
TUBE MOUNT,
side Mocca

53-66130MC
ALUMINUM TUBE
12x30x3000mm, Mocca
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PanelSystem

Al54 Orto

White

Acrylic White

Double-sided gloss

System

Al54 Orto

Graphite

Krono

VL Anthracite U164  

Panel

Image left:

WARDROBE

System: Al54 Orto White,

Panel: Acrylic White Double-sided gloss.

Image right:

WARDROBE

System: Al54 Orto Graphite,

Panel: Krono VL Anthracite U164.

Rods and hangers will help you to keep 

your clothes neat and provide easy 

access to every thing. Colors: Grathite 

Anode, Natural Anode, White Mat.

WARDROBE
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coats, overcoats, long dresses

blazers, suit jackets, jackets, trousers, short dresses

shirts, T-shirts, belts, ties, neckerchieves

skirts and trousers on the hanger

folded clothes, stored things, seasonal items,
boots, bags and briefcases

shoes, jewellery and lingerie drawers,
multifunctional drawers, baskets

WOMAN’S WARDROBE MAN’S WARDROBE

CHECK HOW MUCH SPACE IS REQUIRED FOR

THE FOLLOWING PIECES OF CLOT

WARDROBE FOR TWO

 how much space do each of you need?

 how much folded and hanging clothes you have?

 how many shoes do each of you have?

Before you start designing your wardrobe there are three important aspects to
think of to achieve a practical and functional project which meets your needs:





Minimalistic attic design with a hint of vintage. Due to the well-designed furniture and carefully chosen material, your 

room will transform into a multi-functional space. Your wardrobe compartments echo the architecture of the room, 

serves as a walk-in wardrobe because it enables you to keep plenty of clothes to immediately try them on in front of 

the sidings swivel mirror. The main attribute is made on the interior naturalness, so the appropriate materials have 

been chosen for the room decoration: wood, glass and metal. All the materials are perfectly combined with each 

other, creating an organic ensemble. Glass fronts on the sliding doors add to your room's spaciousness and 

lightness. A unique Komandor company offer; slanting door systems gives you an opportunity to furnish the attic in 

the most functional way and to perfectly adjust the room to your needs.

This product is adapted for storing clothes. 

Open structure allows for better air 

circulation so that clothes remain fresh for 

longer. The product is available in two 

material options: PVC rattan or painted 

steel plate.

This product allows you to store ties in 

order in a really convenient way. It can 

keep up to 9 ties. The product is equipped 

with a soft-close mechanism which makes 

its operation smooth and quiet.
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WARDROBE

System: Al25 Sapphire White,

Glass: Colorimo Extra White 9003,

Soft closing: UNO air spring.

Colorimo

Extra White 9003 

Glass

OFFICE-STUDIO IN THE ATTIC

Al25 Sapphire

White

5 -7 10700
VEGA HANDLE
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Aluminium edge handle of 2750 mm in 

length for custom cutting. It looks 

sensational when fitted along the whole 

door length, which highlights the handle 

slenderness. It is ideal for drawers, tilting 

doors made of panels, also in the Sleek 

system. It is available in four colours: 

Anode Black (AC), Anode Graphite (AG), 

Anode Natural (AN), White Matte (BM). 

Mansard room in the city centre – it is a romance of living closer to the sky, and a unique opportunity to admire 

the beautiful city views just from your window. Such premises have been always adored by creative bohemia: 

artists, writers, musicians. Different workshops took place there, for guests, colleagues and craftsmen of the 

same branch. Time flows, but romanticism remains. A modern office - studio in the attic is painted in white 

colour.





Image left:

WARDROBE

System: Al25 Sapphire White,

Al27 Hanging doors

Image right:

WARDROBE

System: Hanging doors the 27 Series,  

Anode Natural

OFFICE

Krono Eternal oak

D1041 OW          

Al25 Sapphire

White

Al27 stile

Anode Natural

Al27 double door holder

Anode Natural

59-2980
ELECTRONIC LOCK
CONTROLLER

25-0970
FOR  INTERLOCK LOCK DOOR
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Locks installation in wardrobes would be 

appropriate for the purpose of storing 

documents, valuables and to protect 

children from possible damage by the door.

Lock enables blocking of the door using 

remote control electronic panel, a dial with 

the help of which the access code is 

entered. 

Cabinets for offices are intended for storing various things, such as documents, folders, stationery, special 

literature, personal belongings of employees and much more. Cabinets made for offices are sufficiently 

spacious, durable and sturdy, so rather large amount of documents and other things can be kept there. Often, 

the doors of such cabinets should be locked. In our offer there are both mechanical and electronic locks.

Door holder





A luxurious lounge area will help you to relax after a hard week and become a place to meet with your friends over 

a glass of wine. The interior in violet colours helps you to become calm, peaceful and ready for a rest. An 

incredible combination of different shades and textures of the same colour creates an original designer 

composition. With proper lighting and glossy fronts that reflect light, the room will create a bright appearance. 

The sliding doors serve as storage and a decorative function. An electronic safe drawer with lock - 

convenient, practical and reliable. The 

house safe allows you to store documents, 

small savings, and things you want to hide 

from children in an inaccessible place. The 

drawer-safe is made entirely of metal and 

is installed similarly to in-mount 

technology. At the face of the safe drawer, 

MDF or framed facade are fixed.

Middle door air spring are for wardrobes 

and furniture with at least 3 sliding doors. 

The product provides a smooth and easy 

positioning for doors to close softly and 

easy middle door pull-up. Air spring works 

in both directions, so that the door moves 

smoothly from left to right, providing 

comfortable wardrobe use.
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59-1650

MIDDLE DOOR SOFT CLOSE

Middle doors soft close.
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All colours and designs of panels and glass inserts presented in this catalogue 

may vary, depending on the availability on different markets and regions.

All the sliding doors may be equipped with modern air springs, which provide 

smooth door closure and easy and convenient use of the wardrobe. More detailed 

information concerning the companies offer can be found in KOMANDOR branded 

show-rooms.





www. komandor.com

e-mail: info@komandor.com
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